Boots on the Ground Exhibit Sets the
Tone for lEW's Perspectives on War
More than 350 people visited the Boots on the
Ground ex hibit in the Roscoe Brown Student Center on
Tuesday, November 18 and Wednesday, November 19 during
International Education Week. Among them were BCC students, faculty, administrators and staff as well as re latives of
many of the
fallen soldiers
. who thi s powerful
tribute
memorialized.
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ex h ibit
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organized
by
the

whatever conclusion you come to requires thoughtful deliberation . Sometimes even strong peace advocates are influenced
by personal experiences.".
She went on to share some personal experiences,
among them the effects of the Holocaust, saying about her
h u s b a n d
Ephraim Peleg,
"Because he is a
Jew, he lived in
mortal danger
during
the
Hitler regime ,
and ultimately
he lost two parents in the conce n tr a t i o n

American

Friends Service
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Committee to
whole lif~;, was
highlight
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down."
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the Iraq War.
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represense of fear
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Jerusalem, she
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two
and many of them bear photos of
weeks " in and out of bomb shelters" because of the threat of
-them. -'!'his--is a nationwi<le-efl<leavoF-tbat-Aas grown so-hlFge - <.&ttack-P:y EgypL Sl_te sagely noted, ''The price of war is high
that the BCC showing represented only the soldiers killed in
and personal. Real lives are lost. "
Iraq from New York state. Additionally, smaller exhibit paid
As the week progressed this cost was underscored by
tribute to civilian s who have lost their lives in their homeland.
War Dance, a film about human triumph and the will of stuMany other activities held during the week explored
dents living in war-tom northern Uganda - against a ll the
various facets of the theme, Perspectives on War. In a stirring
odds.
continued on page 3
talk at the week' s Opening Ceremony, National Center for
Educational Alliances Director Barbara Schaier-Peleg set the
tone, saying, ''The issues surrounding war are complex and

a

45,000 CUNY Community Voices
Oppose to Budget Cuts, Tuition Hikes
CUNY faculty, staff and students collected 45,000
postcards addressed to Governor David Paterson, M ayor
Michae l Bloomberg and CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein with the message, "Quality education is the best
investment, especial ly in hard economic times ... .
Invest in CUNY with public dollars- no t tuition hikes."
S tudents, staff and facu lty were recently in Albany to ·
tell lawmakers that investing in CUNY is the smart way out of
the current recession, noting that the Brooklyn , Queens and
Lehman Co llege campuses were established during the Great
Depression. Today, as New Yorkers seek the college educatio n
they need to survive in tough economic times, CUNY enrollment is at a record high - up 5 % this year a lone. Investment in
CUNY pays off for New York: 90% of CUNY community col-

lege graduates are employed within six months of earning an
associate degree, a nd CUNY graduates overall pump $15 billion a year into the state economy.
"Between books and tuition, if I cannot pay the
tuition increase I won't be on campus next semester," said
Jerdene Allen, a Bronx Community College student. " My
mom is a single parent, she 's a fu ll -ti me graduate student, and
we pay more than hal f o ur income for rent- but I didn't get
financial aid this year. I think Governor Paterson needs to
think about the conseq uences of cutting education and explore
other avenues."

OFFICIAL NOTICE OF CHANGE OF MAILING ADDRESS
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2155 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10453
The change of address will take effect immediately.

continued o n pag e 8
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The Brown Bag Luncheon which unfolded the
workings of the Manhattan Project that culminated in the
development of the nuclear bomb engaged both students
and faculty in an in-depth discussion of war, science, technology and politics. Playback NYC, the improvisational
group that fuses music, dance hip hop and theater, listened
to the stories related by students and "played them back"
with both flair and understanding at the week's Finale.
Other hallmarks of JEW were on display too,
including the popular Where I Come From, where faculty
and staff informally discussed their homelands and lives
with groups of interested students. The Immigration Day
Forum and Citizenship Application Assistance Day were
sponsored by the International Student Office and provided vital ·l egal information to students as well as members
of the community.
At the heart of these activities, however, is the
need for students to become involved with activities at the
College, especially those surrounding g lobal issues, since
we are indeed a global campus. This was underscored by
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs George
Sanchez who urged students to be active and engaged at
the Opening Ceremony, one of the highlights of the week.
After President Carolyn Williams officially proclaimed
International Education Week at BCC opened, students
carne to the fore: the BCC Singers offered a thoughtful yet
heartfelt performance of "From a Distance" and members
of the Creative Writing Club- Mohammed Meisha, James
Rentas and Mark Tracy - contributed their talents to the
event. Voting was held for student-created posters on
biowarfare (biology) and on the theme of war (graphic
arts), and the winners of an English Department essay
contest were revealed (see essays on pages 4 and 5).
The centerpiece of the opening was a student
study- and volunteer-abroad panel where four students
shared their work and studies with the audience: Milton
Rodriguez (CUNY Study Abroad in Argentina), Jasmin
Espinal (Summer Study in Italian at the University of
Bologna, Italy), Roman Ferede (Michael Steuerman
Scholarship Fund for nursing volunteer abroad work in
Ghana) and Clara Fernandez (The Salzburg Global
Seminar 's International Study Program).
JEW's success can be traced to the involvement
of the BCC community: students, faculty, administrators
and staff. As the College's Global Initiative moves forward, something that JEW symbolizes, it is hoped that
even more members of the College community will
become engaged and active.

International Education Week is a collaborative effort of
the National Center for Educational Alliances and the
offices of the President, Administration and Finance,
Academic Affairs, and Student Development.

Outside BCC

The Aftermath: The Election of Barack Obama
By Natasha Henry
On November 4, 2008 Barack Obama beca me
the new president-elect. The feeling that followed the
news was captivating. For some Americans like Lillith
Henry of Orlando, Florida, who, through tears in conversation with this author said, " I never thought it would be
possible to ever have an African American president in my
lifetime."
The re was a n unbelievable sight in Times Square
in New York City and Grant Park in Chicago when Barack
Obama and family too k the stage as the new First Fami ly.
Hundreds of people s tood in silence to hear Oba ma speak.
"Yes, we can" is the new slogan for a few excited
Ameri cans . Whe n asked how they felt about the news,
Sheriece Scarlett state d . " I' m happy for change."
Students discussed their feelings about the e lections during a class at BCC. and student stated, "As a n
African Ame rica n woman and a teacher, I was g lad to
finally have validation for the youth of today to know that
with hard work. determination, and education anything is
possible and all dreams a nd goals can be achieved."
Another student stated that he hopes people give the new
president e lect a c hance to bring about the change, and the

proper time is needed for long-term change that will benefit our whole country. The economic crisis that our country is now facing, and a lso deployment of our troops into
Iraq are major concerns. Obama stated on 60 Minutes that
hi s first priority is to bring our troops home. He also stated that he was going to implement a plan to help homeowners save their homes from foreclosure . President-elect
Obama seems like he is going to hit the ground running
when he gets into office.
The 2008 e lection was a very motivating event,
not only for citizens of the United States but for the
youngsters of thi s generati on as well. Columbus
Elementary located in Mt. Ve rnon , New York, participated in a pre-election mock election. Based on the events
circling the elections, for instance, televised debates and
speeches given by both candidates, students were asked to
vote for the candidate of their choice. On October 30,
2008 students lined up in front of the voting booth.
Students then went one by one behind the curtain to cast
their votes. After a full day of tallying up the votes, the
results were in. Obama took the e lection . As we would
later find out Obama would receive the electoral votes

needed to be called the first African American President of
the United States of America.
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Writers of the Month

·

The theme for the 2008 observation of International Education Week was Perspectives on War.
The following essays were winners of the lEW's Essay Contest.

The Premise of War
By Michael A. Moreno
The belief that war is never justified is a blanket
statement that covers every war waged from the times of
the ancient world of sticks, stones, clans, and territorial
disputes, to the present times of nuclear, biological, and
chemical mass destruction. This premise portends that all
future wars are equally unjust, unnecessary, and possibly
obsolete. But, if there ever was a reason to justify war
then what would be the rational reason to go to war? The
first thing that comes to mind is "defense." For example,
the colonists in the late 18th century were defending
themselves and their homes from the tyranny of the
British Red coats during the American Revolution.
Another example would be the southern slaves and indentured servants who went to war to defend their inalienable
rights to freedom during the civil war in the late 19th century almost one hundred years later. In both examples,
groups of individuals find themselves under an umbrella
of oppression and empirical tyranny. In my opinion after
weighing the value of life against the values of freedom
,this situation provides a right, backed by the standard of
justice, for the individuals to defend themselves in the
form of war.
I make this observation with full knowledge of
the perils of war. As a veterall of the United States Air
Force I have a very -specifi" and critical perspective of
war. Influenced by a regular interval of wartime readiness
exercises I was exposed to the madness and confusion that
comes from armed conflict. The constant barrage of

alarms, bombs, bullets, and screams constantly remind
you of the ·emergent atmosphere ancl the ubiquitous promise of pain and ·death. To some people this provides proof
to the individual that they are alive. However, I do not
cling to this philosophy, in fact I believe wholeheartedly
in the premise that living your life is proof in itself.
·
In 2003, Americans were told that there was an
imminent threat to the safety of our country which
includes homes and family. Iraq was blamed for conspiring to commit the atrocities of 9/11 . The war drums
immediately began beating. Destruction on a massive
scale was predicted unless our army intervened. The idea
of going to war in this way only reminded me of what I
read about concerning WWII. This was a war where
nations banded together and chose sides. One side was
for freedom and justice, and the other side was for the
evils of fascism. Perhaps I made the association when the
president used an old WWII term "Axis of Evil" as he
referred to the constellation of terror sponsoring states. I
read somewhere that the past doesn't really repeat itself
but it definitely rhymes with regard to the present. The
parallels are ominous, there is just something not right
with the picture that was being painted. The "Axis of Evil
countries from WWII were Germany: Itaiy, and Japan.
These countries were formidable in size and scope with
regards to their military, and advanced as far as culture
and ingenuity. Together, they were a force to be reckoned
with. In 2003 the axis of evil comprised of countries like

Iraq whose army was feeble still recovering from the
crushing defeat of the Gulf war in 1991 under the
American military expertise of Norman Schwarzkopf. A
country where poverty has flourished · as a result of
American sponsored U.N. sanctions. The Iraqi economics infrastructure in the beginning of the 21st century
looked exactly like Swiss cheese. Yet we were warned of
the imminent threat posed by Saddam Hussein. They say
that hindsight is 20/20, and we can see clearly now that
.the entry into the Middle Eastern theatre of war was solely to fulfill a self-serving agenda.
I can't say that all wars are unjust but, the latest
conflict is raging with corruption sponsored by an administration which seems to be suffering from tunnel vision,
a congress which has democratically given up their right
to declare war, and put that declaratory power into the
hands of one man with limited checks. It would seem that
the parameters for which we go to war have denatured
into a downward spiral. In fact if you look at most of the
conflicts of the 20th century you will see the majority
have been declared unconstitutionally and amorally. The
United States is a country that enjoys global primacy and
can easily defend itself against any country. With bases in
130 countries and a well known military superiority I
would be hard pressed to find any real justification to go
to war in the 21st century.
·

The Futility of Waging War for Peace
By Jessica Molina
Three months into my second semester at Bronx
Community College, I've been exposed to some very
compelling literature within my English ll course. I've
been able to write passionately about the 2008
Presidential Election. I've had the opportunity to put
myself into the shoes of a black man in the early 20th century when it was frowned upon to be educated if you were
a person of color. Of all the topics that we've delved into,
none has ruffled my feathers like war:
In reading 'The Failure of War" by Wendell
Berry, I encountered what appeared to be the rambling of
a mad man. I read all the way through and by the close of
it, I was forced to acknowledge that the author, albeit a
strange fellow, had definitely made some striking points
about war. He pointed out many of man's flaws. Our
inability to be objective in our views of others and in our
very own actions gives a fair share of us the title of "hypocrite". Our refusal to entertain the other side of an argument is indeed a dangerous form of narrow mindedness.
We would rather do battle and shed blood than sit down
over a meal and hash out our differences in a civilized
· manner. Man is an intolerant and intolerable creature, to
put it nicely.
In "The Damned Human Race", Mark Twain
writes, "Man is a cruel animal. He is alone of that distinction. The higher animals engage in individual fights,
but never in organized masses. Man is the only animal
that deals in that atrocity of atrocities, War. He is the
only one that gathers his brethren about him and goes
forth in cold·blood and with calm pulse to exterminate
his kind. He is the only animal that for sordid wages will
march out and help slaughter strangers of his own
species who have done him no harm and with whom has
no quarrel." He goes on to say, "Man is the only animal
that robs his helpless fellow of his country - - - takes
possession of it and drives him out of it or destroys
him." He says, 'There is not an acre of ground on the
globe that is in possession of its rightful owner, or that
has not been taken away from owner after owner, cycle

after cycle, by force and bloodshed."
In any overview of the history of mankind there
doesn't seem to be an era without war. I've read about
wars that were waged thousands of years ago, such as
the Trojan War, and have been alive to witness the ongoing disputes with Iraq and Afghanistan. I've always felt
that war was not a valid solution to anyone's problem.
War has an impact not only on the country where the
war takes places but also with the country it is fighting
against. Even if the war isn't on.our soil, we still lose
sons and daughters, mothers and fathers, brothers and
sisters. In going to war, we often lose sight of preserving
human life on an individual basis and only think of a
people as a whole. I think losing sight of the importance
of a single human life is probably the most dangerous
aspect of combat. War, in that sense, can end up taking
on a life of its own. Wars are fought with hypocrisy. We
feel that we are right and justified in our actions and the
other nation is wrong. Sometimes the acts are identical,
yet we still cling to the notion that only we are preserving peace and our way of life. The other country always
has a nefarious agenda where ours is always righteous
and pure. Wars are fought selfishly, without giving
thought to the consequences ·that the weapons used can
wreak. There are ramifications to biological weaponry as
well as long-term psychological effects from the constant
threat to your safety and life.
Acts of war happen in the United States even at
times of "peace". People can't seem to disagree without
bloodshed. Take, for example, the "peaceful" protesters
outside of abortion clinics. These groups have murdered
several doctors as an act of retribution against the physician for his "murdering" of the unborn. Therein lies the
hypocrisy for these people have taken it upon themselves
to dete~ne that the potential life of the_embryo or fetus
was more valuable than the physician's. These protesters
are against murder, yet some of them bring themselves to
commit the very same sin that they so detest. What they
have done is, frankly, a form of war.

Street gangs wage ·war against each other with
the intent to conquer and be in power. They don't seem
to have a moral opposition to extinguishing life. They
instill fear· in the public by targeting women and children. They don't draw a line at the handicapped or elderly either. Recently in NYC, a 101-year-old woman was
mugged. This act of depravity certainly illustrates a war
like mentality. These gang members gain respect from
each other out of fear and they don't care to be a productive part of society. A human life is only as valuable to
them as the contents of the wallet or purse they acquire
from their victim. The money is taken; the wallet discarded ... much like the lifeless body that is left in their
wake. Their war is a pointless war, fought only for
power and control.
In 200 I the United States experienced the
tragedy of September 11th. It was felt" across the nation
and throughout the world. After detelmining that Osama
Bin Laden was behind the destruction of that day our
military was called to Iraq to go to war. It's now 2008.
We are still in Iraq. We've lost more soldiers in Iraq than
citizens on September lith. Innocent blood has been
shed on both sides. We're no closer today to establishing
a democracy there than we were when we first set foot
upon their soil, yet we are still there. Why? What else
may we be looking for? Wars are also fought for greed
and power. Somehow in the foolish logic of man we
believe that if we get this country to surrender they
won't attack us again. We believe that if we establish
"control" that this land will be at our mercy. We probably also feel it is our right to profit from their natural
resources in exchange for turning them into a "fair"
nation. We are there and fighting with them to force
them to behave humanely and become a civilized people.
The irony of it is that we're not quite there ourselves yet.
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
Let 's not say tha tl think war is NEVER a ppropria te. I would say tha t 95% of the time it is a n overzealo us m aneu ver a nd the o utcom e is disastro us. The o the r
5 % of the time perha ps we A RE me re ly d efending o urselves against a gro up that is more radical and de te rmined
than we can be. M aybe there are indeed times whe re w e
have to fight to keep o ur land or our freedo m . I just think
it's mo re the exceptio n tha n the rule.
I do not support the w ar. I think the governme nt
has explo ited o ur fear and used it as a n excuse to plunde r
other lands. I think that most o f the time our w ars are mo re
about mo ney and less about saving people from unjust liv-

ing conditio ns. The United States, in particular, could
stand to learn to mind its business. Our natio n is in de bt
and instead o f trying to better things o n the " ho me fro nt"
we are poking our noses into Afghanistan and Iraq a nd
causing m ore fric tio n than good. I do acknowledge that
vio le nce only begets vio le nce. I also, ho wever, am a firm
belie ve r that some times it is very appropria te to prac tice
" an eye for an e ye". I belie ve that D a vid Dinkins once disputed that stateme nt by saying " If we all prac ticed ' an e ye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth' w e' d all be blind and
toothless." H e certainly had a point, but unfortunately it
seem s nobody has listened.
·
Until man learns to live peaceably among each
o ther we are all d oomed to continue repeating history.

We' ll figh t the same war on different soil. We ' ll wage the
same battle in a crisp new and updated u niform . We' ll
declare victory and the n do it all over again the next time
some thing happens that we disagree w ith. There is irony
in how far we've come as a peo ple and how backward we
still are in some wa ys. We've h ad breakthroughs in scie nce and techno logy that we re o nce only dreamed of. We
have inte lligence that appears to be supre me o ver the rest
of the animal kingdom. Technically we are also animals,
ye t it seem s we are inferior, as we still cannot master what
the " uncivilized" animals have had down pat for as long
as they've existed. Peace.

Perspectives on War
By Elady Noralez
A war is an act of abuse of power that has no
justifying reasons to happen. Where, innocent combatants and defendants are put in the middle to fight
against each other.
Nothing justifies a war. Not even when the
enemy threatens to kill us all. There are other wiser
ways to do things, or solve any problems. Nowadays,
we are highly educated people. We should use our
intelligence to defeat the enemy before they carry
out their threat against us. Yes, it is scary when the
enemy menace, especially when the means or what
might be used to attack are not known . As intelligent
as we are now, and with the advanced technology on
our side, a war shouldn't take place for any cause.
Communications should be the key, and
words the weapons . If at any case, communications
is not possible, intelligence tactics should be used to
defeat just those who are against us. By no means
should innocent or vulnerable people be put in front
to kill each other. Perhaps as a cover or as bait, they
feed with blood the despicable acts of those handfuls

of people who are usually in the top government
office. While innocent people are being killed, they
are comfortably in their homes watching what is happening from far away, where not even their shadows
could feel the consequences of a war.
I have always believed that wars were things
of the past, left in history way back, where people, for
ignorance or tyranny, just used war to solve their differences. Now we are terrorizing Iraq's people,
invading their country with our guns, in search of
alleged weapons of mass destruction. It was claimed
to pose a serious and imminent threat to our national security. Now hatred against us all over the world
has grown because of it. Not everybody builds
weapons in Iraq. The children , for example, are so
innocent like our own. So why should they pay the
price of the malicious, guilty parties, when some of
them today an;~ nowhere to be found. They are still
hiding like Osama Bin Laden and his crew, in the
least expected places.
Meanwhile at .least 4 ,192 members of our

military have died in the war since it began in March
2003, and many others from other countries. And
about $341 .4 million per day is being spent for the
war in Iraq, and some million more will be spent. This
from the United States only, not including other countries· involved, according to an Associated Press
count. Others troops are coming back traumatized ,
and a lot of them mutilated in need of serious medical attention. The most lamentable of all perhaps is
not the leg, arm , or the eye they lose, but is the horrifying experience from which many aren't able to
recover.
It is known throughout history that wars are .
expensive in human life, and that the people who
benefit from a war aren't the ones on the battle field ,
but the weapon makers. Who are they? The same
ones, the same few in the top government authority,
who have nothing to lose.
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Sugar 1n Soft Drinks: The Invisible Usurper
By Milton Rodriguez
It is no secret that here in America, people
are becoming increasingly fleshy. The United States
Department of Health and Human Services says that
in 2006 33.3 percent of men, 35.3 percent of women ,
and 16.3 percent of youngsters ages 2-19 were
obese. This is astounding .
Some find the statistics hard to believe, noting new trends in physical activity and dieting , and
the newfound obsession with being lean . What they
fail to realize is that although calories have been cut
in the solid form, sugar consumption via liquids have
doubled or even tripled .
To "compensate" for eating less burgers and
fries, Americans have embraced the smoothie, the
coolatta, and the sports drink. These drinks have
replaced meals and have become essential compan ions for joggers and gym-goers. Disguised as fuel ,
and rehydrates, the sugar in these drinks is the
cause for inexplicable weight gain, despite long
hours of exercise.
Gatorade, for instance, contains an alleged
13 grams of sugar per serving . That is, of course,
until one evaluates that each bottle of Gatorade con-

tains 2 .5 servings. You'll find that you are really taking in 32.5 grams of sugar per bottle. Coca-Cola and
most sodas have also become the beverage of
choice come lunchtime. Each 12-ounce can contains
a whopping 39 grams of sugar. That is the entire recommended glycemic intake per day in just one can.
To help visualize, it is equivalent to drinking 10 teaspoons of sugar per can.
On average, 2-3 pounds of sugar are consumed per person in America each week . That
results in roughly 135 pounds of sugar per person
annually, way up from just 25 pounds per person per
year in the 1980's. I suppose that explains the drastic explosion in the size of the American people over
the last two decades.
But the implications of excess sugar intake
go far beyond the superficial flabby aesthetics.
Hyperglycemia has long been found harmful. Other
than the obvious diabetes and obesity, physicians
find strong correlations with sugar and ailments such
as cancer, cardiovascular disease, depression ,
osteoporosis, tooth decay, immuno-deficiencies, and
an overabundance of others.

The Continuing
Problem of Police
Brutality
By Shaunte Morgan

Purchase College
ST A T E UNIV E RSITY OF NEW YORK

TRANSFERRINCi?
APPLY

H a ving tra ine d people protecting citizens a nd e nforc ing the law is beneficial to
liv ing wi thout c haos and to ens ure s afety in every c o mmunity. Howev~r, in the year
2008, p o li c e have b een se nding negati ve messages throu g h the ir a c tion s, a nd innocent
pe ople a rc b e ing affecte d . Whe n a pe rson holds a hig h position in gove rnme nt and is
a utho ri zed to kill , m a ny times the y a buse their powe r. Unfortuna tely, when s itu a tions
like these h a ppe n the outcom e is d evasta tin g a nd famil ies a re suffe ring.
The re a re far too m a n y cases regarding p o lice bruta lity again st innocent
hum a n b e ings. In April 199 1. a n inci d e nt occurre d w hi c h he lped peopl e unde rstan d m o re
th oroug hl y the treatm e nt o f m ino riti es fro m po li ce o ffi cers. R o dney King, a yo un g male
li v ing in Los Ange les, was d e tecte d s peedin g by a Califo rnia H igh way Pa tro l o fficer.
Fearin g th ar he wou ld he se n t b ac k to j a il fo r v io la tin g hi s parole fro m a p rev iou s o ffense,
he began driv ing at II S miles per h o ur. Once the po lice we re a ble to get ho ld of him , fo ur
c ops beat him m e rcil ess ly, including o ne serg eant. Kin g s u ffe red a frac ture d skull a nd
serio u s int e rnal injuri es. Althoug h the hideo u s eve nt was cau g ht o n ta p e a nd pe rceived
b y m a n y as u nacce pta bl e a nd unj us t, a ll four police offi cers we re acquitte d . M a ny
tho u g ht it was an unju st rulin g be ing tha t the jury was pred o min a ntl y w h ite people in a
s uburba n a rea ca lle d S imi Va ll ey.
The govermnc n t. the po li ce d epart me nt s a nd avera ge c iti zen s throu g ho ut the
c ity a nd the coun try m ay ac know ledge the w ro ng d oi ngs a nd so m e be li eve in ta kin g
ac tion : however, a m aj ority of people have no t ta ke n m a tte rs into the ir ha nd s to try to
reso lve the probl em o f po li ce b ruta lity.
R a dley B a lko , a utho r of Overkill: The R ise of Paramilitarv Po lice Raids in
A m erica s tated that 75-80 pe rcen t of SWAT te am s (s pe~ i a l weap o n s ~nd tac ti cs ) are for
warra nt se rv ice . H owe ve r, in nun1e ro us cases, the SWAT team s fo rcefull y e nte r the
w ro ng a ddress endin g in injury, tra uma and d eath to innocent o nes. Be rm y n H e ig hts
M ayo r C heye Ca lvo a nd hi s fa mil y we re connected w ith a p a ckage of marijua n a w hic h
p oli ce be li eved was e n ro ute to C al vo's h o m e. Whe n p o lice and SWAT team arri ved , they
u sed forceful e nt ry, a r res te d him a nd h is fa mil y. They were later found not g uilty.
Po li ce bruta lity has not e nfo rced the law ; instead , it h a s be en used as unjustifi e d , exce ss ive fo rce. One troubling as pect is tha t police te nd to arrest the pe ople tha t
the y have g ratuitou s ly bruta li zed . Free Ame rica n s mu st come together in order to m a ke
some affirma tive c h a ng e s in the justice sy ste m, becau se being quie t will only contribute
to th is tnadness .

There's no coincidence that the term "supermodel" was coined in the much more bland 1980's. If
you too would like to have that lean supermodel
physique, you should consider seriously monitoring
your sugar consumption and perhaps cutting back
on the sweet drinks altogether.

To

PURCHASE COLLEGE!

Small Classes
Early Registration
Program Specific Advising

Up to 90 Credits Accepted
Over 40 Majors
Convenient Locat ion
Extension Sites at W estchester
Commu n ity Co ll e ge and
Rock land Commun ity College
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sWimming, cycling, jogging, Skilr:tg, ae_fObic dancinQ. )Nalking or any Of dozens
other
:activities can help your heart. . They all ,cause you to feel warm, perspire and breathe
heavily without being out ·o f breath and Y~ithout tee.ling any burning sensation in your
muscles. Whether it Is a structured exercise program or just part of your daily routine,
_all· exercise adds up to a heaithle{ heart.
Here are some tips for exercise sucqess:
~
.
;
• If you've been sedentary for a long time, are overweight, have high risk of coro
nary heart disease or some other chronic health problem, see }tourdoctor for a
mec!icel evaluation before beginning a physical activity program. ·. ·
• Choos e activities that are ·f un , not exhauSting. Add variety. · Develop a repertoire
of several activities that you can erijoy. . That way, exercise will never seem boring
o r routine.
., . _ ,
·
,. .
•.Wear comfortable, property fitted footwear and comfortable, loose;~ttlng _ clothing
appropriate for the we~ll)f!1r and the· aCtivity: ·
.
, . ...-.. • . ·
.• Ftnd .a convenient tinieaild place to do activi!ies. Try to inake,.Jt a h!fuit, .but be
flexible. If you miss an .ex~i-c;ise opportunity, work activity Into yaur day another Way.
~ Use music to keep yo_u entertained.
·
·

a

• ·Surround yourself with supportive people. 'Decide what kind of support you
need. Do you wan_t_th8m to remind you to exercise? Ask about your progress?
Participate with you regularly or occasionally? ·Allow you time to exercise by yourseif?
Go with you to a special event, such as a 10K lil!alklrun? Be understanding when you
get up ~rly oto, exercise? Spend time with .the children while you exercise? Try not.to
ask you
change your exercise routine? stJa(El yOur activitY time with others~ Make
a date -wtll"l _a family ,rpember, frlenc'l !)r co-worke_r.· Be an -aqt~ role model ,for your ,
'children. i"'c>
<
. ,
.
· ,._ ,. . . ,
.
.
..;.
'i
• Don't ,overdQ ~: ()o tow- to mOderate-level acti~ities; especially at first. Yo1-J can '
slowly ·lriCrEia~ tfle, dura~ion and, inten~ of yo!Jr aqtivlti~ as you become more fit.'
Over time, wojl< .up to exercising on most days of the week tor 30-60 minutes.
• Keep a . record of your activities. .Reward yourself at special milestones. Nothing ·
- motiVates llkesuccessl (American Heart Association)

*o

Next Issue: Stress Management and Your Health
If you have any questioAs or comments, please email at WellneSs4all@yahoo.com .

Beweu.
Dr. Wayne Major · .-.
.
Health, P~yslcal Educatl~n and Wellness Departmen~

NVPIRG NEWS

NYPIRG Reminds the BCC Campus to be Generous this Holiday Season!
We are alway s as ked to give a little m ore d uring
the holiday season . TYpically, loca l food ba nks, soup
kitche ns, and hom e less s helters have the least tro ub le
finding vo lunteers th is time o f year, a nd do natio ns ofte n
flow in unsolic ited. Many food banks and she lters typic a\\y rely on this time of year to build up the ir s up plies in
orde r to offset less generous m onths.
T his year sho uld be no exceptio n to this hi story
of seasonal generosity. M any, however, expect it to be
m ore d ifficult tha n in years past. The econo m ic cris is has
put m an y normally-gene ro us New Yorkers is di fficult
fi nanc ia l stra its, making it m ore difficult for them to g ive
thei r time o r money to a cau se that they know is worth y.
This could become a very, ve ry seriou s proble m . The
Food B ank for Ne w York City already estima tes that
" thro ughout the fi ve boroug hs, approxima te ly 1.3 m illio n
peo ple - largely comprised of women, c hildre n, seniors,
the w orking poor a nd pe ople with d isabilities - re ly o n
soup kitche ns and food pantrie s." This numbe r has s urely inc reased- and will surely incre ase furthe r- as the
eco no my worsens.
M any o utreach o rganizatio ns have already m ade
the ir public p leas for m ore suppo rt, offering he lpful s uggestio ns for things that ordinary people can do to assist the
most vulnerable among u s get thro ugh these diffic ult

times. I am also hearte ned to see ho w many BCC groups
have stepped up as welL BMT, Phi The ta Kappa, Student
Government, and o thers are already joining NYPIRG to
take much neede d action . C UNY, in partnership with
BCC's Child D e ve lo pme nt Cente r, will be running a toy
drive through December 12. If you would like to he lp out, please drop off ·toys at the C hild D evelopment Center
(2205 Sed gwick Avenue) from 9am -5pm. NYPIRG , SGA
ancl Phi The ta K a ppa will a lso be conduc ting a coat dri ve
thro ugh the end of the sem este r. ·w e' ll be collecting c lean,
gently-used coats in bo th the N Y PIRG o ffice (RBSC 3 12 ,
above the books to re) and the SGA o ffice (RBSC 20 1,
a bove the cafe te ria). We were asked to conduc t this d ri ve
by Part of the So lution (POTS ), a soup kitc hen a nd a id
agency based in the Bro nx. BC C students have bee n volunteering with POTS all semester, a nd w e ho pe to p rovide
the m with more m ateria l assista nce in thi s time of need .
All of these excelle nt efforts c an only be successful with the support of stude nts, staff and fac ulty. I know
that we can c ount on the BCC community to s ho w the ir
gene rosity once again . So please, if you or a family m e m be r has a toy or a coat that you no lo nger use o r a coup le
ho urs to volunteer, please cons ider donating it. If you
w is h to get involved w ith this, p lease send an email to
bccnypirg@yahoo.com .

continued f rom cover
The PSC, as part <if the One New Yo rk Coalitio n, has argued for reve nue
o ptions, including u se o f the Tax Sta bilizatio n Reserve Fund to close the immedia te budget gap , a nd a progressive increase to the New Yo rk State personal incom e
tax .
"There is an a lternative to cutting v ita l services for the poor and middle
class, and aski ng New York's neediest college students to pay mo re," said D r.
B arbara Bowen, preside nt of the Professiona l S taff Congress/CUN Y. "Millio ns of
New Yorkers want to know w hy A lbany is not considering revenue o ptions. In an
economic crisis, New York sho ul d be investing in pub lic highe r ed ucatio n, no t cutting peop le's life li ne o ut of poverty. "
"Enrollment a t CUNY w ill soar as the econo m y worsens," said Bowen .
" A prev io us generation faci ng hard times had the imaginatio n to create new pub lic
colleges - Brooklyn , Q ueens and Le hma n. That's the ki nd of leadership we need
from A lbany now."
Bowen heads the Professiona l S taff Cong ress, the union of CUNY facu lty a nd professiona l staff, w h ich o rganized the pos tcard d ri ve. T he union a lso
re leased a radio ad yesterday remind ing A lba ny lawmake rs, " Hi sto ry te ll s us that
th is is the moment for bo ld thinking. We need to in vest in economic o pportunity.
The best place to start is CUNY." The ad ran on several A lbany-area radio statio ns;
it is also posted o n the union website, www.psc-cuny.o rg.

Thank You and Happy Holidays!
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order to be considered for the program, stud~nts must:
• Be registered for at least six credits the semester the application is filed
. •Have a minimum cumulative G.P.A. of 2.5
.
. • Have completed at least 12 degree credits, but have no more than
· 35 prior to submitting the ~uired application ·
• Submit a reco.mmendation from a membe.r of the BCC faculty
, • Provide a.brief $tatement of at least.250, b~ no more·
· than 300 words, detailing campus.and
cqmmunity leadership plans
• Please Note: In certain cases, ttle program qualifications
may be waived if the student is already involved
in a camp·us leadership program.

-

Applications are available now and can be picked up
in the Student Life office, RBSC 102. Upon
request, an application can also be sent to
you via the mail or by email. If you need
additional information, please stop by
our office in RBSC 102 or call us
at 718-289-5194.
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Looking at the Holidays 1n a
Different •way
By Ojanay Rodriguez
While talldng to a friend back in October, she
began to tell me that several employees we're going to be
terminated unexpectedly in the · following week.
Immediately thinking how unfortunate it is for them to
receive the news, I began· to wonder how it will affect
them this holiday season. And not just her employees, but
the thousand across the city who have abruptly lost their
.. jobs this year. How can New Yorkers enjoy their holiday,
when they have to sacrifice and cut back on so ,much this
year?
I started to think of alternative options to help
celebrate this holiday: activities that will allow families to
spend a small amount of money and still be big on huge
value. I consider each one of these activities to be fun and
exciting to share with your loved ones.
Visit a soup kitchen: Year after year, television,
radio and stores bombard us with gift ideas, sales, and
now, the option of layaway. It is easy to forget the ones
who are less fortunate during this time. If we take a second, and remember the people who may not have family
or friends to tum to or visit during ·the . holiday season,
maybe it's a good idea to let them know they aren't forgotten.
Visiting a soup kitchen gives the opportunity to
show family members that, regardless of their financial
status, there are people who don't have the lifestyle or
choices as them. Taking part of a soup kitchen may humble your family to feel thankful and blessed for what they
have rather than what they want. A few soup kitchens that
need volunteers this holiday are Soup Kitchen
International (www.soupkitchenintl.com), Holy, Apostles
Soup Kitchen (www.holyapostlesnyc.com), and the New
York City Coalition Against Hunger (www.nyccah.org).
Cook with the family; try new recipes:
Families gathering around the kitchen is the comfort and
familiarity of the holidays. If you want to make the day

extra special or break the traditional routine a bit, have· the money you would have used to buy presents and get
your family members collectively introduce new recipes 1-Day Fun Pass MetroCards instead (you probably still
they wish to create. Introducing new recipes allows chil- have money left over) and tour New York City during this
dren and adults to stay occupied throughout the day, and time of the year. Walk around and embrace what the city
be excited (or anxious) to debut their masterpiece. Some has to offer.
recipes may be a hit, others may be misses, ·but while
Take pictures; create the 1st Annual Holiday
you'tre trying to perfect your dish, you're establishing Album: With the options I previously suggested, capturrelationships with your kids, spouse, or other members on ing them in photographs can be a gift itself. Taking pica personal level. Engaging in conversation, sharing sto- tures during the festivities gives you an .e xtra gift for the
ries and · helping each other out has more value that any New Year. Develop the ·photos after New Year's, and if
gift you wish you could had .purchased. These websites you choose, send them out to the family and friends who
could help you with a few recipes ideas: www.foodnet- shared the holidays with you. But for your own family,
work.com and www.kraftfoods.com.
create an album that showed how your family closed the
Involving friendS and extended family in a Pot previous year. The album will not only represent your
Luck Dinner: If staying in the kitchen isn't your fantasy time togetlier, but it also shows that, even· through cash
or maybe you just don't feel up to c 00king this year, have was tight, your family still manage to create an amazing.
your extended family or friends bring their best signature time with one another. A website that can help you organdishes to your home. By allowing others to provide the ize those pictures is the www.snapfish.com. Snapfish will
food, you could save money on groceries and ·r elax from help you make the kind of album you wish to have. And
the stress of bei.pg expected to create a grand dinner for there's nothing better than to display those memories
that day. Also, tliis is a great way to get reacquainted with proudly in your home, until the following year.
old friends·. Friends who you may not talk .or visit often
can also be a part of the celebration. Extend the invite to
the friends you miss and gather them around your table to
catch up and enjoy a meal.
Material things are just want they are, material
City tours: After creating a meal, sharing a objects that will eventually lose their value. Material
meal, or j!Jst not interested to stay home, collect your fam- objects will eventually be thrown in the drawer, closet or
ily to go on a city tour to witness the holiday windows dis- toy chest' and not see the .light of day, other than Christmas
play at the departmenJ stores. Every year, thousands of morning when they are revealed. But when memories are
familie& come to the.city .to. watc~ the.. h~li,~y di~pl~y at created and displayed proudly for others to see and also
Macy's, Bameys New York, Sak's Fifth Avenue, Bergdorf enjoy, those are the "objects" that will have the most sigGoodman, Bloomjngdales, and Lord and Taylor. It does- nificant value. Within a short time, these ~oney savers
n't matter what holiday you choose to celebrate, to see the will become traditions to continue every year and will be
craftsmanship and time dedicated to these displays is passed down to future family members.
enough for anybody to · enjoy and appreciate. As New
Yorkers, we should take advantage of the free show. Use
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Campus Nevus

Speech, Drama, and Debate Club
Continues to Shine
By Shadae Myers
Over the past two years the Speech, Drama and
Often times on college campuses, especially junDebate team h as made several appearances on campus.
ior colleges, people are too busy to join clubs or to part
take in· any school activiti es. Whether it is because they
They have done performances for the annual Centre for
Teaching Exce ll ence (CTE) week , Internati o nal
are working and goi ng to school full time, or they have
Education Week, the Women's Virtual Hall of Fame, and
other responsibilities outside of school, they are just no t
invo l ved in the campus acti v ities. M any of these students are missing out on a lot becau se most of
clubs provide networking opportunities, they help with
creativi ty, and they work in sync wi th the academic
departments to prepare you for the future and the
world. Bronx Commu nity Coll ege has several c lubs
and college wide organi zations aimed at student development, and one such club is the Speech , Drama and
D ebate C lub.
The Speech , Drama and Debate club is a oano_..,.,_..,.,
of the Communication , Arts and Science (CMS)
department at Bronx Community College, and its main
purpose is help students to improve their communication ski ll s and provides for them a forum in which they•··--'"'~~
can exerc i se these skill s. The cl ub was founded in the
1970s and has since participated in both national
internationa l tournaments and has won over 30
phies. The Speech, Drama and D ebate club has
won se veral on campus awards at the annual Inter-

was in Manchester, New Hampshire, on November I ,
2008 w here Shadae Myers won 6th place in the Dramatic
Interpretation category, and new member Pedro Diaz took
6th pl ace in the Informative Speaking category. These
competiti ons are onl y the tip of the i ceberg for the many
t01.Jrr1arn ents and accomplishments of this outstanding
greatest highlight for the Speech , Drama and
team in the past two years came in 2006 and
2008. In March 2006, Vice President Nydia Llangair
participated in the annual International Forensics
Association competition in Prague, Czech Republic.
Llangari compe ted in three categories, and though she
did not win, this was a great accompli shment for her
and the team . In February 2008, then secretary of the
Shadae Myers took the 1st place trophy in the
persuasive speech competition for her
entit led "Three Strikes I s Not a Hit"; fellow
member Gianluis R osado held the 2nd place
position for the previous year.
The Speech, Drama and Debate team has been
ng a superb job over the past few years but what do
have planned for the future? The team has severfor the coming semester. They are currently in
process of choosing a competitor for the 2009
P persuasive speech competition. They

Organi zational Council·s award ceremony. The
Speech, Drama and D ebate team has been magnificent
practicing and reviewing their evidence in
since they first started, and they have continued to be
to make the debaters stronger. L astly, they are
so.
Professor E ll en Mareneck i s the academic
working on im.proving the speeches and perfonnancadvisor for the club, and every semester she, along ' - - - '"""""--"'=='-":......:..L-=""'--"''---"""-'"-"=c...:.-"-'--'-'--'-"'-'---'----'es of the team members for their annual competitions.
with th e ream. goes through the process of selecting the
the M artin Luther King , Jr.• Dinne r. Their performances
The Speech, Drama and Debate team is excepofficers for the club and then discussing the tournaments
were not on l y l imited to the college campuJ; they have
tiona! and they are a great asset the Bronx Community
they will be attendin g for that particular semester. For Fall
al so participated in several forensic tournaments across
College campus. The team brings life, excitement and a
2008 the officers of the speech club are President Anwar
the northeas tern United States. These tournaments
sense of pride to the students of the college. I woul d recTorres, Vice President Douglass Miles, Secretary Shirley
req uired them to compete in areas of informative and perommend that students of Bronx Com munity College v i sit
Ori lu s,
Treasurer
Michael
Roberts
and
JOC
suas ive speaking, dramatic interpretation, poetry, prose
the Speech, Drama and Debate C lub.
Representative Shadae Myers. They hold their meetings
and debating. They have competed at The Rose Bowl
every Thursdays from 12prn to 2pm in Colston H all, room
Championship in Westchester, Pennsy lvania, Seton Hall
702 . The clubs encourages excellence, and so they open
University in December 2007 , and Nassau Community
their doors to anyone who is interested.
College in February 2008 . Their most recent tournament

Students Learn Vital Lessons on Professionalism at Tech Conference
In October, the Student Government
Association sponsored a trip for 11 students to
attend the 1Oth Annual National Women of Color
Technology Awards Conference in Dallas, Texas.
Summaries about their experience at the conference
follows .
"A leading, high-level meeting of minority
women in information technology, computer science,
information science, bioinformatics, ·digital arts, and
system , the National Women of Color Technology
Awards conference (NWOC) is the place to connect
with the key issues in U .S . job growth diversity, the
critical shortage of women in IT careers, technological innovation, and women-owned IT ventures."

Latisha Dubose
My interest in attending the NWOC STEM
Conference was to network with students as well as
employees from various companies and to utilize the
information given to me and apply it to my education
and w e ll as my future car~er. I have networked with
students to get a prospective on the schools they
attend a nd the curriculums that were offered as well
as t h e s urroundings of the college.
This conference has changed my approach
to my education in many different ways . It has given

me the chance to reevaluate myself and to regain
they went through these ordeals it lead them to a lifefocus in areas that has been difficult for me. Due to
time of achievement s and it taught me that if they
the personal problems that I have been facing this
can achieve their goals it can achieve my goals too.
semester, in which has caused me to lose · focus in
continued on page 13
my task at hand. I had the opportunity to participate
in the Conference which made me
realize that the women who were honored also went through personal problems in their lives while trying to precede a respectable education and
accomplished their goals thus becoming very successful women .
In listening to the speeches
provided by many of the awardees
and honorees I realized that all of
them had a common struggle. It was
their personal struggles that I believe
made them stronger and more determined to succeed .
Some of the
women had health issues. One in particular, was in a coma and did not
know she would make it to see the
day of her achievements.
Other
w 6 men had issues such as being
rai sed in a poor household ; havingto
Rodriguez and Nora Lin, Manager, Supportability
keep more than two jobs to pay their
Sector, Northrop Grumman Corporation in Dallas,
w a y for their education.
Although , IEr•air•ee,nncliEiectronic
of Color Technology Awards Conference in October.
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Poetry Corner

The Once Robust Prince
Dedicated to Prince and Tori, victims of the Liberian War
By Mohammed Meishanu
His look was far away, it was one of terror
He came to us with that look of horror
The sunken eye socket stared into the void
Serene Chaos of the refugees landing, the bad
Frightful chaos he had left behind, but behind
Also was all that he had loved and cherished
His ma and pa all slain due to tribal hatred
His sister raped and killed by craziness.
Alyce's seed from out of her ripped.
Prince a witness to this entire nightmare, flipped .
Craziness feasted on innocence and serenity
And spewed out despair, fear, hate and insecurity.
All that remained of the robust Prince was this
Skeleton with skin, he walked mechanically,
He was still in a daze, what happened really
Was what hatred and greed fermented by Charles Taylor
And his bands of hooligans, rebels, and war mongers
Have wrought. His peace had been disturbed
The laughter from him gone and perturbed
Was his sanity. The ":Jedical school student
Was now afraid to behold the gut of a goat.
Prince became a recluse in the midst of people
In the midst of peace, he felt no peace always agitated
His baby sister's voice would always get a response
A flicker of recognition and that is all
But no one else breaches the wall of solitude around him .
We understood Prince; you see evil had scarred him .
He was awake during the nightmare.
He just threw a blanket of solitude around him for protection
The soul of the once strong and capable has been wounded.
The strength of Prince had saved and shielded
His baby sister Tori, all her tears she had shed
Till there was none for the joy of peace
Peace that had eluded them these past months
They have seen anarchy, carnage and pillaging
Those were behind them now but the bones
That is Prince now is finding it hard to adjust
He found solace in the bottle and his roost
Was the bar where he collapsed one day.
Collapsed at the bar? Was that war's promise?
Only God could rehabilitate the once robust Prince.
*Mohammed Meishanu 's original poem was read at the Opening Ceremony for International Education Week and highlighted the lEW
theme: Perspectives on War. See the October/November issue of The Communicator to read his article on his study-abroad experience in Spain during the Summer 2008 break. He is also a member of BCC's Creative Writing Club.
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continued from page 11
My advice to students after attending this
conference is whatever struggles they come across
always remember not to let these struggles fail you
take those struggles and use it a way to empower
yourself just know that the more you suffer the
stronger you will get not letting anything get in the
way of your dreams.

Margie V. Rodriguez
Where to begin? The Texas trip as a whole
was an experience I'll never forget. It was informative, fun, and a weekend that really encouraged me
to work harder in all I do and to never settle for less.
I had the honor to not only listen to powerful
women of color speak but also shake their hands
and received some guidance from a few on success
in several career choices. Some of the honorees
even stopped to take pictures with us!
I also had the opportunity to attend a college
fair and network with many different businesses, and
corporations. I received so much information on their
businesses and internship/employment opportunities from Texas Instruments to The Navy, to General
Dynamics that it taught me of all the opportunities
awaiting me when I complete my degrees.
Overall, it felt good to be surrounded among
many strong leaders, that it, powerful women of
color, and business men and women throughout the
world . I was encouraged to continue to work hard
and never settle for less. It was truly an unforgettable
experience that pushed me to strive for success!

Nirvana Burns
My trip to The Woman of Color Conference
in Dallas Texas was nothing but rewarding! The conference was held at the Hilton Anatole Hotel. There
were several peak memorable moments; between
the serenity, I felt during the llight there, the inspirational speeches from the awardees to bonding with

ored women. They were the inspiration and motivation for the new generation to keep up the good work,
because one day in the future they will be rewarded
the same as these honored women for working hard
and making a difference in other people lives. Their
speech impacted and influenced the new followers
since all the speeches have in common that good
possessions come with hard work and dedication.
Furthermore, with their enthusiastic speeches they
influence others to join them, because there is a
great satisfaction when they can make a difference
by helping others with their abilities and knowledge.
Also, they let others know that it is not easy to make
it to the top and stay on top because they had or still
have a lot of struggle and strife in their lives that
make it almost impossible for them to make a difference. At last, I believe that the most influential message was the same way they accomplish their career
for us the new generation can learn from them and
become better. We just have to keep working hard
and looking for the right opportunity to prove ourselves.
When I was circumspectly listening to the
speeches of all the awarded and honored women,
especially Kathy C. Chuang I identified with her
speech. Her words impacted me the most because I
could relate myself with her struggle because I am
going through the same situation as she did in the
past. I am a married mother of two children; I have to
struggle with the language and adapting myself to
the American culture the same way Mrs. Chuang did
in the past. She had to study, work, take care of her
family and house while she was finishing her degree,
but nothing stopped her from being the women she
wanted to become, a chemical engineer. She has
influenced me to keep going and not to give up. If
she could do it, so can I. Furthermore, I would like to
accomplish something in life that I could be grateful
for and be able to provide for my family without having to struggle as I' am now. Kathy has motivated me
to keep going with my studies as far as I can
because the world is full of opportunities, especially
in America which is known as the land of opportuni-

new friends, it was hard to find one accent out of it ties .
As a student of Bronx Community College, 1
all. It was defiantly a weekend of learning, connectwant to become a pharmacist. But after attending the
ing, and fun! Although, the trip was physically taxing
on all that attended it was a valuable experience for STEM conference and listening to all these honored
women, I decided to change my career. Now I want
all.
to become a chemical engineer just like Kathy c.
The conference conducted several workshops in the hotel's lobby for students to attend. 1 Chuang. During the conference I realized that the
career that fills my expectations as a professional
attended a financial money management workshop
would be that of chemical engineer. It will open a lot
given by a young woman named Tiffany L. Lyman
more doors to me. I will have more opportunities and
called, Mind over Money. I cannot stress enough
be able to develop myself in the field of engineering .
how profitable this workshop was to me. I received
More immortally, after attending the conference 1
practical information that I can use in my everyday
realize that is what I want to do in the future . I found
life pertaining to budgeting and spending.
She
explained everyfhing from what your credit score the real me as a result of attending the STEM conference.
means to how to manage your credit card payments.
I advise the Bronx Community College stuI found this to be very helpful because most lowdent to take into consideration that all of the private
income areas are targeted purposely because of the
colleges have more founding than CUNY colleges.
ignorance in how to mange their credit card .
It is very important for students to go on trips . However, CUNY still has a lot to offer students, but it
is the students' responsibility to take advantage of all
of this nature, because you leave with a broader peropportunities that are offered now by the CUNY colspective on what is possible for you if you just dream
leges. As a student of Bronx Community College, 1
big!
am happy that I was given the chance to go to the
conference and broaden my horizon. I advise all the
Oneyda Villar
Bronx Community College students to take advanAs a woman of color and a working mother tage of any and all offers. If I did it, so can they do it
too.
of two children, I strongly believe by attending the
There are many challenges women have to
STEM conference I would grow academically and
face now to pursue a career. It is a lot more difficult
professionally. The STEM conference, I believe, will
for women than men to pursuing an education since
expose me to other minority women of color who are
women have the house, children, and many more
trying to make their mark in various disciplines or
responsibilities. Also, they have the battle of class,
who have already done so and brought change
sexism, and racism. Women are characterized to
despite being women of color. I will be able to meet
stay at home to do house work. We have to fight in a
these talented women and learn how they have
man's world and prove we can do tlie same or better
made it to the top and stayed on top in their various
work than men. We can make a difference within our
disciplines. These practices which I aim to acquire
own gender, country and the entire world.
would enable me achieve my own goal of growing
I believe it is very important for Bronx
professionally. Furthermore, I will learn about other
Community College students to travel and have
fields of learning, new research, organizations, and
experiences such as mine because they will be
employment that might interest me and help me
exposed to the real world. They will meet other progrow professionally. More importantly, I want to intefessional people maybe within their career field
grate what I learn from the conference in my acawhere they can interact and exchange information.
demic and professional career.
Also, students will be networking with other profesI believe the highlight of the conference was
sional people who might offer them a job
the speech of all those talented, awarded and honopportunity.
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Roslyn Gillespie
SGA Vice President
Bronx Community College continues to be a
college of d iversity, encompassed of many students
at different times of their lives. Some are just starting out , some are indecisive on the direction that
they should take and some are returning to improve
their current way of life. I believe that the students
here at BCC have high hopes of attaining the best for
their futures and in saying this I believe it is important
for BCC students to travel and have experiences that
hope to provide them with the opportunity to meet
and mingle with other people that have achieved
their dreams or are well on their way.
As
the Vice
President
of
Student
Government for the elected year 2008-2009, I feel if
BCC students attend conferences like the Women of
Color STEM conference it is our hope that they will
connect with mentors and employers to jump-start
-restart for some-their careers and learn how to
take the next critical steps to forgoing careers of their
own . It is also the hope that any attendee will not
only come away with a learning experience but
sense of renewed self worth . No matter what gender,
age or ethnicity you are ; business in America is done
the same way, regardless of where you come from or
where you are going and I feel that the students here
at Bronx Community are not aware of this and
should be made aware of in any instance that we can
afford them.
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Broken Promises
Why America Needs to Become Oil Independent
By Frederick Victor
In a time when the United States
finds itself fighting two unpopular wars, both
of which that are resulting in the increasing
casualties of soldiers and civilians alike, I
make it a point to declare myself a pacifist.
I do so because I am against war. I am
against violence of any kind . And most of
all, I am against the spread of hate.
I say that to say this. I, too, find
myself guilty of hate. Though there aren't
many things in this world I can bring myself
to detest, there most definitely is one. And
that is a broken promise.
Throughout American history, presidents of this fine nation have been known to
make a particular promise, and not deliver.
That promise is to wean this great nation off
of its dependence on foreign oil.
In an article entitled "Energy independence an old vow," published on
November 2, 2008 by H . Josef Hebert on
www.azcentral.com, Hebert refers to an
instance as far back as 1973, when in a
response to an Arab oil embargo, President
Richard Nixon vowed to rid the United
States of its dependence on foreign oil.
Furthermore, he vowed to do so in seven
years . That obviously hasn 't happened yet.
President Gerald Ford , in his State of
the Union address of January 15, 1975
said, "I am recommending a plan to make
us invulnerable to cutoffs of foreign oil. It

will require sacrifice, but it- and this is most consumption of it.
Another means of becoming closer
important - it will work ." Maybe it would
have worked . But did his plan ever go into to foreign oil independence is investing,
effect , or was it as he said it was - just a developing, and building an infrastructure
that supports the use of alternative fuels.
recommendation?
The list goes on, including presidents The use of these fuels would lesson the
such as Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan , amount of greenhouse gasses produced
George H .W. Bush , Bill Clinton , and our cu r- and would further increase the number of
rent President George W . Bush , according 'green collar jobs.' Green-collar jobs are different areas of employment designed to
to the Associated Press.
So, what solutions are available to rid better the environment. Some of these jobs
this country of its dependence on foreign include solar panel installation technicians
oil? One is tapping into our own reserves. and hydroelectric power-station engineers.
Another is developing a form of energy Eventually, jobs that would retrofit gas stations for provide customers with biofuel
other than fossil fuel. But which is better?
If ·t he United States were to use its would be included.
According Azocleantech .com , the
own reserves or acquire more oil by
increased drilling that could lessen our cur- green-collar job. industry is growing rapidly,
rent dependency on foreign oil. According and more workers are needed. Building an
to SetAmericaFree.org, a website created infrastructure that would support alternative
to educate people on America's current fuels would help make the United States
dependency on foreign oil , "Ninety-seven . self-sustaining .
It would eradicate our
percent of the fuel used in U.S . transporta- dependence on foreign oil and would create
tion is petroleum-based, and two-thirds of more jobs at home to better our economy.
While initial startup of alternative fuel
our oil is imported." These figures clearly
illustrate a need for imported oil independ- development is a potential drawback, the
ence. Also, with these numbers it's easy to results of a self-sustaining nation would
understand how the United States is the easily make the investment, and deliverworld's largest contributor of greenhouse ance of promise made time and time again
gasses. Acquiring more fossil fuel of our worthwhile.
own would lesson our dependency, but
wouldn't necessarily decrease our ravenous
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Religion, Politics and the United Nations:
Do They Mix?
By Joshua Michael
The United Nations is always an
interesting topic, especially when they enter
into a new session , which they recently did .
This being the 63rd session , the question
that arrives in mind is: just how much good
are they getting done and how are they
doing it?
A recent article by Colum Lynch in
the Washington Post says that Saudi Arabia
(one of the most closed-minded Islamic
nations in the world , where it is forbidden by
law to publically practice any other faith) is
to lead a UN Faith Forum in November that
will address religious intolerance and many
world leaders will attend . According to
Saudi King Abdullah , it is intended to promote interfaith dialogue. This comes from a
country that has none, so my question is:
what is the motive for this? King Abdullah
has agreed to dine in the same room as the
Israeli president for the first time , according
to the article .
This historic dinner will be hosted by
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon . Is this
the beginning of something great that will
change the Middle-East forever? Or is it just
another meaningless

UN-sponsored

dis-

traction to true problems? Perhaps it is both.
The very fact that the dinner (it is the first
time a Saudi Prince or King has sat down
with Israel) is happening shows progress at
least in opening a dialogue though they still
will not be seated at the same table .
Interestingly, this Saudi initiative began earlier in the year by King Abdullah at Mecca
and, later, a mixture of Jews, Muslims,
Christians, Hindus, Taoist and such gathered with the Saudi leader in Madrid to form

a declaration call ing for cooperation
amongst religions. It is meant to promote
"interfaith dialogue" amongst nations, says
the King . So it seems there may be something to it if for no other reason than to dedemonize Saudi-Arabia as being intolerant.
The White House says it welcomes the initiative and supports it. In the Washington

Post article Ali AI Ahmed, a Saudi who is
director of the Institute for Gulf Affairs says,
"Saudi Arabia is not qualified to be a leader
in this dialogue at the United Nations. It is
the world headquarters of religious oppression and xenophobia."
The problem lies in the lack of moral
authority as Saudi Arabia could be called an
example of all that is oppressive where only
one faith is even allowed to be practiced.
Another problem w ith this being held at the
UN is the track record of failed peace-keeping mission's altogether. It could be an
example of them just agreeing with
Washington like so many of their resolu-

tions . Phyllis Bennis wrote an article for the
Trans National Institute about thei r peacekeeping failure back in 2006 with Lebanon .
In 2004 there was a call from the
International Cowncil on Security and
Development in Vienna for a review into its
ineffective drug policies . An article by
Sophia Tesfamariam in the online publication Overturn Prop 8 states the UN has a
lack of resources both financial and human
for their security council. It seems they may
need to learn to focus on certain things and
not so much on others.
This could very well be an issue that
we and the UN should consider. The beginning of solving the world 's problems could
very well lie in allowing everyone to worship
as they see fit however, this is not on any list
of discussion at the UN. Many of the UN delegate s were said to be put off by the idea of
a religious event taking place in a diplomatic venue such as the UN General Assembly.
This seems like a difficult problem ; however,
religious freedom may very well solve a lot
of the world 's problems , so maybe it's not
such a bad idea.
Perhaps the UN should focus more
of its time and money on these types of
meetings and then the world wouldn 't need
so many peace-keeping missions. The very
fact that within the world there still is persecution based on someone's faith tells me
that we still have a long way to go.
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Read over the break? Yes!
To be ahead of the curve when the Spring 2009 semester starts,
here are a few faculty* suggestions of books that might interest you.
Fiction
Emma (Houghton Miffiin, 1816) I Jane Austen
One of Austen 's great heroines, Emma Woodhouse ("handsome , clever, and rich" ) is headstrong as s he fancies herself as an infallible matchmaker in her s mall village. Austen's
novels offer a pointed. detailed view of male-, money-, and class-dominated 19th century England.
My Antonia (Mariner Books, 1918) I Willa Cather
Cather vivid imagery enlivens the tale of Czech immigrants (and their new American neighbors) as they struggle to find their place in a new land in spite of language, nationalistic and gender barriers.
Lord of the Flies (Mass Market, 1954) I William Golding
Golding tells the story of a group of English schoolboys marooned on a tropica l island after their plane is shot down during a war. Though the novel is fictional , its exploration
of the idea of human evil is at least partly based on Golding's experience with the real-life violence and brutality of World War II. Free from the rules and structures of civi li zation and society. the boys on the island in descend into savagery.
To Kill a Mockingbird (Harper Perennial, 1960) I Harper Lee
Set in the small Southern town of Maycomb, Alabama, during the Depression, the novel follow s three years in the life of 8-year-old Scout Finch , her brother, Jem, and their
father, Atticus--three years punctuated by the arrest and eventual trial of a young black man accused of raping a white woman. The story is told by Scout, and it is a heart
wrenching novel of race, class, justice, and the pain of growing up.
A Raisin in the Sun (Knopf Publishing Group, 1959) I Lorraine Hansberry
The first play written by an African American woman to be produced on Broadway, and the first Broadway play directed by an African American, A Raisin in the Sun details the
struggle of the fictional Younger family against poverty and racism on the South Side of post-war Chicago.
Leaf Storm and Other Stories (HarperCollins, 1978) I Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Gregory Rabassa (translator)
Filled with magic and wonder, this captivating volume of stories by the Nobel Prize winning Colombian author includes such masterpieces as "A Very Old Man With Enormous
Wings" and "The Handso!llest Drowned Man in the World."

Non-fiction
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Soldier Boy (Sarah Crichton Books, 2007) I Ishmael Beah
Beah tells his story about being kidnapped at the age of 12 by soldiers during the civi l war in Sierra Leone. They turn him into a drug addicted killing machine. All the ravages
of the war are told in c lose-up detail.
The Brigade: An Epic Story of Vengeance, Salvation, and WWII (HarperCollins [sic], 2001) I Howard Blum
In the final weeks of World War II, His Majesty's Jewish Brigade, the only all-Jewi sh fighting unit in the war, goes into combat against the Nazis. In one g lorious battle they
push the Nazis back and emerge victorious only to be pulled from the front days later. "A story of memory, justice, and vengeance," according to Elie Wiesel, The Brigade examines the moral e lements of justice by telling the story of three remarkable men who set out to fight a war and in the process help create a nation.
Waiting (Vintage, 2000) I Ha Jin
Lin Kong is a Chinese army doctor trapped in an arranged marriage that embarrasses and repels him. Nevertheless, he's content with his tidy military life, at least until he falls in
love with Manna, a nurse at his hospital. Regulations forbid an army officer to divorce without his wife's consent--until 18 years have passed, that is, after which he is free to
marry again. So, year after year he asks his wife for hi s freedom, and year after year he returns from the provincial courthouse : sti ll married, still unable to consummate his relationship with Manna.
Neon Vernacular: New and Selected Poems 1977-1989 (Wesleyan UP, 1994) I Yusef Komunyakaa
Neon Vernacular won the Pulitzer Prize and the Kinsley, Tufts Poetry Award. This collection includes poems that reflect back on Komunyakaa's boyhood in Bogalusa,
Louisiana, just before the Civil Rights movement. These poems frankly confront what it was like to return as a Vietnam War veteran to a homeland fraught with racial injustice,
rooting the reader in time in place with highly charged imagery and a deft jazz ear.
Passing: When People Can't Be Who They Are (PublicAffairs [sic], 2003) I Brooke Kroeger
Kroeger 's penetrating study brings to light what can happen when people feel they cannot be who they are. She examines the phenomena of passing: gay for straight, black for
white, and much more.
Native Speaker (Riverhead Trade, 1996) I Chang Rae Lee
A young Korean-American's struggle to conjoin the fragments of his personality in culturally diverse New York City.
The Architect of Desire: Beauty and Danger in the Stallford White Family (The Dial Press, 1996) I Suzannah Lessard
BCC's Gould Memorial Library was designed by the brilliant architect Stanford White, and this book admits the reader to the dark side of this genius.
Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood (Pantheon, 2007) I Marjane Satrapi
The memoir of a middle-class, generally secular girlhood in Iran wrenched apart by the 1979 Islamic revolution.

*The Communicator thanks National Center for Educational Alliances Director Barbara Schaier-Peleg, Director of Student Life Melissa Kirk, and
Professors Susan Amper, Tamar Rothenberg, Brandt Reiter, Andrew Rowan, and Sandra Tarlin for their contributions to this list •

